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should be able to control how its produced data can be

control;

accessed. For example, a company may restrict certain
information to a subset of authorized users (i.e. that
I. INTRODUCTION

It is essential in business processes, to detect
inconsistencies or failures early. For example, in
manufacturing and logistic processes, items are
tracked continuously to detect loss or to reroute them
during transport. To answer this need complex event
processing (CEP) systems have evolved as a key
paradigm for business and industrial applications [1],
[2]. CEP systems allow to detect situations by
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are registered in its domain). Current work in
providing security for event-based systems covers
already confidentiality of individual event streams and
the authorization of network participants [6]. In CEP
systems, however, the provider of an event loses
control on the distribution of dependent event streams.
This constitutes a major security problem, allowing an
adversary to infer information on confidential ingoing
event streams of the CEP system.
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which application components can react to and this
way increasing also the utility of the CEP system.

Figure 1 Access Control & Event Dependency

As an example consider the logistics process
illustrated in Figure 1 where a manufacturer wants to

Figure 2 Attributes in Shipping Scenario

deliver an item to a destination. The shipping
company determines a warehouse close to the

II. RELATED WORK

destination, where the item will be shipped to before it
will be delivered to the customer. The logistic process
is supported by an event processing system, where
operators are hosted in the domain of each party and
exchange events including potentially confidential
information (e.g. the item’s destination is transmitted
to the shipping company). If now a third party
receives events related to the warehouse, it may draw
conclusions about the original event data (i.e.
destination), in spite of the manufacturer declaring this
information as highly confidential and only providing

With the increasing popularity of event-driven
systems, a lot of effort has been spent to make the
systems secure. For example, a role-based access
control is proposed in [3]. Pesonen et al. and Bacon et
al. discuss how publish/subscribe systems can be
secured by introducing access control policies in a
multi-domain architecture [7], [8]. They describe how
event communication between the domains can be
supported. Opyrchal et al. present the concept of event
owners that can be specified. These are used to
provide access to their events [9]. Tariq et al. propose

the shipping company with access rights to it.

a solution to provide authentication and confidentiality
in broker-less content-based publish/subscribe systems
The goal of this work is to establish access control that
ensures the privacy of information even over multiple
processing steps in a multi-domain, large scale CEP
system. In particular, our contributions are i) an access
policy inheritance mechanism to enforce access
policies over a chain of dependent operators and ii) a
scalable method to measure the obfuscation imposed

[6]. Our work is based on the previous work which
make event communication secure among different
entities in the system. We assume the presence of a
system that can handle access control on events. Based
on this, we use policy composition in order to derive
the necessary access policies at any point during the
event processing steps.

by operators on information exchanged in event
streams. This allows defining as part of the access
policy an obfuscation threshold to indicate when the
event

processing

systems

can

ignore

access

restrictions, thus increasing the number of events to

Access policy composition has found a lot of
consideration
in distributed systems. Bonatti et al. defined a wellrecognized algebra for composing access policies [10].
Especially in the area of web service composition, the
composition of security policies plays an important
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role, as different policies have to be combined for

events, and finally how events for its outgoing streams

every combination of web services (e.g. [11]). We

are produced.

adopt some of these concepts into our distributed CEP
system, which allows us to inherit access restrictions

Figure 2 illustrates an operator graph of three

during the different processing steps in the operators

operators according to the introduced logistics

of our system. To realize our concepts we make use of

example, each operator hosted in a distinct domain.

techniques from statistical inference. More specific,

The correlation function fsc is applied to events

we calculate the Bayesian inference after creating a

received from and produced by ωm on produced items

Bayesian network and learning the dependencies.

in the manufacturing domain. Events produced by fsc

Since Bayesian inference is a complex calculation,

carry two event attributes, the warehouse location and

several Monte-Carlo algorithms have been proposed

estimated day of delivery for shipped items.

to estimate the inference value(s). They all have in
common to arbitrarily pick samples from the Bayesian

Our approach allows inheriting access requirements

network probability distribution, and estimate the

by assigning them to event attributes in form of an

values based on the samples. The precision of the

access policy. This allows preserving requirements

estimated inference values is dependent on the number

through any chain of dependent correlation steps of

of samples. A commonly used technique is the Gibbs

operators in G. In addition, an obfuscation policy

sampler [12].

allows to specify an obfuscation threshold for event
attributes. In each correlation step, the obfuscation of
event attributes in produced events is determined by
the proposed access policy consolidation protocol.
III. PROPOSED WORK

Once the obfuscation threshold is reached for an event

We assume a distributed correlation network, where
dedicated hosts are interconnected. On these hosts we
deploy

operators,

collaboratively

detect

which

are

situations

executed
and

form

to
the

attribute, the attribute’s access requirements can be
ignored. In the following, we detail the concepts
behind access policies and obfuscation policies, and
formalize the security goal.

distributed CEP system. The cooperative behavior of
the operators is modeled by a directed operator graph

A. Access Policies

G = (Ω, S) which consists of operators ω ∈ Ω and
event streams (ωi, ωj) ∈ S ⊆ (Ω × Ω) directed from ωi

Access control allows to specify access rights of

to ωj . Thus, we call ωi the event producer and ωj the

subjects (operators) for the set of available objects

consumer of these events. Each event contains one or
more event attributes which have discrete values.

(event attributes).
These access rights are provided by the owner of an

Every operator ω implements a correlation function fω

object (e.g. the producer of an event stream) and may

: Iω → Oω that maps incoming event streams Iω to

be granted to operators based on an access

outgoing event streams Oω. In particular, fω identifies

requirement. Such a requirement may be a role, a

which events of its incoming streams are selected,
how event patterns are identified (correlated) between

location or a domain affiliation. Requirements are
usually not direct properties of the operators, but of
the hosts where the operators are deployed. Formally,
we specify the access rights within an access policy
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AP for an operator ω as a set of (attribute, access

to use the attribute in its correlation function and adopt

requirement) pairs:

the requirements specified for the attribute in its own
access policy for all produced events.

APω = {(att1, ar1), ..., (attn, arn)}

B. Obfuscation of Event Information
If there is no requirement specified for an attribute,
any consumer in the network will be able to access it.
Note that we consider attributes to be distinct even if
they use the same name, but are produced at two
distinct operators. An access requirement is a tuple of
a property p, a mathematical operator op and a value
set val: ar = (p, op, val), where op ∈ {=,<,>,≤,≥, ∈ }.
val can be specified by a range or a set of values. For
the sake of simplicity,

in this paper access

requirements are only referring to domain affiliation
and have a structure like this:
ar1 = (domain, ∈ , {domainA, domainB}).

While access policies allow a producer to specify
access requirements in a fine-grained manner, the
inheritance of requirements in a chain of succeeding
operators is at times very restrictive and can limit the
efficiency and applicability of the CEP system: in
each correlation step of this chain, the number of
access requirements may increase by the consolidation
of requirements from multiple producers. Each
consolidation step can therefore increase the number
of interested consumers which are prevented from
access to the event attributes of produced event
streams. This does not reflect the nature of event
processing systems where basic events like single
sensor readings may have only little influence on the

In our example scenario, the manufacturer’s event
attributes have different access requirements. While

outcome contained in a complex event representing a
specific situation.

the information about the item’s destination is
accessible by the customer, information about where
the item is produced and when it can be picked up is
restricted to the shipping company. Therefore, the
attached AP is defined as follows:

In our logistics example, fsc uses destination,
production place and pickup time to determine the
estimated day of delivery. As a consequence, the
customer has no access to the estimated day of
delivery of the ordered item, since she does not fulfill

APmanufacturer =
{(destination,(domain,∈ ,{shippingComp,customer})),
(pickup time, (domain,=,shippingComp)),
(production place, (domain,=,shippingComp))}

the access requirements for production place and
pickup time. Yet she has a reasonable interest in this
information. And one may claim, that knowledge of
the day of delivery does not necessarily allow to draw
a relevant conclusion on the production place and

With the enforcement and assurance of access policies
at each producer, a consumer will be eligible to access
(receive) an attribute only if the consumer’s properties
match the access requirements defined for the
particular attribute. In this case the consumer is trusted
197
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pickup time attribute values. We say, the attribute
values get obfuscated during the correlation process
and depending on the achieved level of obfuscation,
the access requirements of an attribute may no longer
be needed. In our approach, the level of obfuscation is
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a measure, to which extent a consumer of the
produced attribute (estimated day of delivery) can
infer the value of the original attribute (production
place). It can be easily seen in the example, that
obfuscation is not only dependent on the values of the
attributes, but also on the knowledge of the consumer.
Since the destination value has led to the day of
delivery as well, knowledge of the destination would
be of great help when trying to infer the restricted
attribute production place because the delivery time of
the item is probably related to the distance between
destination and production place. In this work, we will
use obf(attold, attnew, ω) to refer to the obfuscation
achieved by attnew for attold given the knowledge
available at a consumer ω ∈ Ω

C. Security Goal
Let attold →ω attnew denote that
1) at some operator ω ∈ Ω, attold is taken as
input to the correlation function fω, and
2) fω produces attnew in dependence of attold.
Furthermore, let attold →∗

attnew denote the

IV. CONCLUSION

transitive closure of the dependency relation. For any
pair of attributes with attold →*attnew we say that
attnew is dependent on attold. Our main goal is to
preserve the privacy of event attributes over multiple
correlation steps by respecting the dependency
relationship between the attributes produced by the
CEP system. In particular, access requirements must
not be applied solely to the attribute attold, but have to
be inherited to all dependent attributes (attnew) unless
a sufficient obfuscation threshold for attnew has been

This paper addressed the inheritance and consolidation
of access policies in heterogeneous CEP systems. We
identified a lack of security in multi-hop event
processing networks and proposed a solution to close
this gap. More specific, we presented an approach that
allows the inheritance of access requirements, when
events are correlated to complex events. Our
algorithm includes the obfuscation of information,
which can happen during the correlation process, and
uses the obfuscation value as a decision-making basis

reached.

whether inheritance is needed. We presented an
More formally, given for each attribute att an initial
set of access requirements denoted by ARinit(att). We
require for any policy consolidation algorithm:

implementation of our approach, based on Bayesian
Network calculations. The analysis and evaluations
show that the approach is computation-intensive, once
the Bayesian Network grows, hence raising the
processing time of an event. To deal with the
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calculation cost, we introduced a local approach,
where every participant calculates local obfuscation
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